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Ed. Note: Last year members of the U.S. and French navies 
participated in Operation Chesapeake on board USS George H.W. Bush 
(CVN 77) while the French carrier Charles de Gaulle (R91) underwent 
her midlife refit. That training paid dividends recently as those same 
French personnel went into action during Mission Clemenceau as 
detailed in this article. In April USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74) completed 
Joint training with Charles de Gaulle, continuing the strength through 
unity that binds the U.S. and allied navies. 

carrier strike group (CSG) is one of the most powerful maritime 
weapons of our time. This is demonstrated by the French aircraft 

carrier Charles de Gaulle (R91) (CdG) and her escorts of NATO 
Task Force 473, now on deployment as part of Mission Clemenceau. The 
mission will take this CSG to combat in the Mediterranean, then to the 
Indian Ocean and on to the Pacific.

In some respects, the French CSG’s composition and ships’ functions 
mirror those of the U.S. Navy. CdG serves as flagship of the task force. 
The main task of the ships around the carrier is to ensure its ability to 
employ fixed‑wing aircraft and helicopters. This means that CdG must 
have freedom of movement to simultaneously catapult launch and 
recover aircraft. The ship has the capabilities and equipment on board 
to monitor everything that happens around it, the entire environment 
controlled above, on and under the sea.

A Durance‑class command and replenishment ship regularly comes 
alongside the carrier to provide food, fuel and spare parts. The stock is 
transported by cable from one ship to the other with helicopters lifting 
the heavier packages to CdG. Another vessel, the destroyer Forbin 
(D620) detects and eliminates air threats using sophisticated equipment 
for detecting various air targets. Her secondary mission is collecting 
intelligence information important to the fleet. The ship is also able to 
provide defense if missiles are fired toward any ship in the fleet. 
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Mission Clemenceau
photos and story by Joris van Boven and Alex van Noye

The frigates Languedoc (D653) and Latouche-Tréville (D646) 
specialize in anti‑submarine warfare and are equipped with NH90 Caiman 
helicopters. This aircraft is equipped with Flash‑S, which combines 
active and passive sonar in a single buoy for the detection of submerged 
submarines. The combination of the multifunctional frigate and the 
Caiman is one of the best methods for neutralizing hostile submarines. 
At least one submarine always supports the CSG. The attack submarines 
are of the Rubis class and gather information as well as provide security 
to the fleet. 

A Rafale strike fighter of Flotille (Squadron) 17F 
on final approach to Charles de Gaulle (R 91). 

Charles de Gaulle underway in the Mediterranean, 25 Mar ’19. Commissioned in 
2001, the carrier is the flagship of the French Navy. 

The launch signal officer during flight operations. The de Gaulle has two steam 
catapults similar to those used by Nimitz-class carriers.

One of Flotille 12F’s Rafales recovers after a training mission. Formed in 1948, 
the squadron operated the famous F-8 Crusader from 1965 until transitioning to 
the Rafale in 2001. 

In addition to the French ships, other NATO member states support 
Mission Clemenceau including USS Ross (DDG 71), HMS Duncan 
(R37) of the British Royal Navy and the Danish Navy’s HDMS Niels 
Juel (F363) with an embarked EH101 Merlin helicopter for transport, 
surveillance and search‑and‑rescue (SAR) tasks. Niels Juel will detach 
before the fleet transits the Suez Canal. When the fleet reaches the 
Indian Ocean, an Australian Navy frigate will take her place. This 
multinational participation provides a powerful demonstration of the 
united commitment of the Western world during Mission Clemenceau.

An important part of Mission Clemenceau is supporting the fight 
against Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), with bombing missions 
carried out from the sea by Marine Rafales based on CdG.

The commander of the Group Aérienne Embark (GAE), as French 
carrier air wings are called, is CDR Christophe Charpentier. He has more 
than 2,800 hours in 41 different aircraft types. Charpentier earned his 
wings of gold at NAS Meridian in 2002, then served as a fighter and test 
pilot. “I have flown more than a thousand hours in the mighty Marine 
Rafale.” This GAE consists of 20 Marine Rafales from Flottilles 12F and 
7F, a surveillance detachment (det) with two E‑2C Hawkeyes, an SAR 
det operating two SA365 Dauphin helicopters and an anti‑submarine and 
utility det with one NH90 NFH Caiman helicopter. Charpentier leads 
more than 500 sailors on board CdG, consisting of pilots, aircrew and 
technicians. The GAE is capable of carrying out autonomous combined 
attacks against air, sea and ground targets from the carrier. 

In order to qualify for Mission Clemenceau, many months of training 
were required. “In the fall and winter of 2018, we had to pass many 
qualification tests. The highlight was FANAL 19 in February. This is a 
French exercise designed to enhance the operational capability of the CSG 
while providing realistic training to both the French and participating 
nations and strengthening interoperability and relationships.

“I am always on board Charles de Gaulle when airplanes are on board, 
so this year I might spend more than six months at sea,” Charpentier said. 
The range of operations from the requalification of experienced pilots 
and the qualification of the youngest pilots to combat missions and Joint 
operations appeals to the veteran aviator. “The great thing about this 
operation is the variety of missions, starting with an operational phase 
in Operation Inherent Resolve followed by countless interactions all the 
way to Singapore. It is a real adventure in which the naval pilot has to 
adapt every day to new environments, new weather conditions 
and new competitors or partners. This is why I applied for the 
French Navy twenty‑three years ago.”

One of 20 Flotille 17F Rafales on board Charles De Gaulle 
prepares for launch. The squadron formed in 1958 flying the 
F4U-7 Corsair. 
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A Rafale pilot preparing for launch. Each of the fighter squadrons comprises 
primarily experienced pilots with a few new aviators building experience and flight 
time during the deployment. 

During attacks against ISIS ground targets in Syria, operations that 
are part of what the French call Mission Chammal, the Rafales operate 
in various roles. The most common missions are close air support, 
defensive counter air and reconnaissance. For the latter mission, aircraft 
carry an airborne reconnaissance observation system pod. In addition 
to this pod, all Rafales attacking ground targets are equipped with the 
Damocles targeting pod.

According to Charpentier, preparation for a Chammal mission always 
starts one day before the actual launch. The initial preparation is done by 
a team of two fighter pilots, an intelligence officer and a petty officer. The 
last preparation for a Chammal mission begins about three hours before 
launching aircraft. The first is a general brief for the entire team, then 
another specifically for the Rafale team. Finally, pilots and crew receive 
the combat search and rescue (CSAR) instructions. After this session, 
the pilots put on their equipment and man the aircraft. After launch, 
Charpentier ensures that the combat aircraft are guided by the air traffic 
controllers to their target area. Once over the marshaling area in Iraq or 
Syria, the pilots check in. They will sometimes be in the air for more 
than six hours during such a mission and regularly refuel from German, 
American or British tankers. These are challenging missions due to the 
harsh regional conditions. The Rafales regularly return fully loaded to 
CdG if ordnance delivery was not necessary.

The French Navy has a total of three E‑2C Hawkeye airborne early 
warning aircraft in use that can deploy on board CdG. Lieutenant Fabien 
is a pilot on one of them and has more than 3,200 flight hours of which 
more than 1,200 are in the Hawkeye. He received his training with both 
the French Air Force and Navy. The E‑2Cs are assigned to Flottille 4F 
and based at Lorient/Lann‑Bihoué in Brittany in western France. While 
the French originally intended the E‑2C for airborne early warning tasks, 
the aircraft now performs other missions that include command and 
control for the CSG. The crew of the aircraft coordinates the surveillance 
and actions during attacks and interceptions. E‑2Cs also lead search and 
rescue coordination and are used as a flying communication station. 

The Hawkeye carries a crew of five. In the Combat Information 
Center (CIC) behind the pilot and co‑pilot are the CIC Officer (CICO), 

who acts as the mission commander, radar operator (RO) responsible 
for the radar systems and air control officer (ACO) who conducts radio 
communication. In practice, the CICO, RO and ACO all work in radar 
observation and air control roles. 

Each crew member must qualify during the Hawkeye training program 
to fulfill his respective role and participate in simulated scenarios. 
According to Fabien, these scenarios can include CSAR, airborne 
battlefield command and control and anti‑surface warfare. 

On board CdG during recent operations there were only two and one 
half crews for the Hawkeye, but three complete crews were available 
within a few weeks when the training of these officers was completed. 
One of the Hawkeyes displays both French and American flags on its 
nose and tail, a reminder of the 2018 deployment of the air wing to 
USS George H.W. Bush (CVN 77) for Operation Chesapeake. Fabien 
indicates that this also represents their seamless cooperation with the 
U.S. Navy, also noting that an American crewmember currently serves 
with Flottille 4F. 

The Hawkeye has become so important that France is working on its 
successor with plans to purchase three new E‑2D aircraft between 2026 
and 2028. The actual order has not yet been placed, but it is clear that the 
fleet cannot do without them. The three current E‑2Cs were delivered in 
1998, 1999 and 2004, and Fabien says these aircraft will be ready for 
replacement by the time the E‑2D is introduced.

Lieutenant “Tonic” Benoit is a Marine Rafale pilot with Flottille 17F 
with a total of 500 flying hours including 150 in the cockpit of the Rafale. 
Tonic is a junior pilot still engaged in operational training with only 20 
launches from CdG. Mission Clemenceau is Lieutenant Benoit’s first 
deployment on the carrier and, in addition to getting used to life at sea, 
he focuses on the missions he will fly when his training is complete. His 
entire cruise consists of training missions to prepare him for the next 
cruise as an operational pilot.

To become combat ready, Benoit must go through three stages. First, 
he will qualify as a combat wingman for an experienced pilot. The next 
stage will involve him leading a section of two planes in a formation of 
four. In the final phase, Tonic will be division leader. Whether Tonic will 
reach the other phases in the short term is hard to predict because he must 
accumulate a required number of flying hours to achieve this. Above all 
Benoit will have to demonstrate that he is able to follow his leader and 
carry out his instructions during a mission.
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One of two E-2C Hawkeyes flown during Operation Clemenceau. This aircraft 
still carries the American flag painted on it for Operation Chesapeake in 2018. 

The air officer monitors flight deck operations from the carrier’s island. While de 
Gaulle can operate up to 40 aircraft, most deployments embark fewer than 30. 

One of the three-aircraft detachment of Flotille 35F SA.365 Dauphins that 
performs plane guard and search-and-rescue missions. 

Landing signal officers on the LSO platform of de Gaulle. Launch and recovery 
procedures are similar to USN operations.

Joris van Boven

Flottille 17F converted to the Marine Rafale only last year. The unit 
previously operated the Super Etendard. Mission Clemenceau is Flottille 
17F’s first Rafale deployment. The squadon ready room consists of 13 
experienced pilots and two training pilots like Tonic. Work ups began 
two months before deployment and included simulated carrier landings 
with landing signal officers at airfields at Lorient/Lann‑Bihoué and 
Landivisiau. When CdG returned to sea in November 2018 after overhaul, 
the pilots were quickly carrier qualified, having to make six successful 
landings on board. Work ups were the first time that Tonic had made so 
many carrier landings in such a short period of time.

He also trained with combat aircraft from the Italian Navy, finding it 
very instructive to spar against an aircraft like the AV‑8B Harrier II. This 
aircraft has totally different characteristics from other combat 
aircraft he had faced in exercises. Although the Rafale may 
be a superior fighter, Tonic found the experienced Italian 
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Aircraft from Coalition supplement French assets. This Danish Air Force 722 
Squadron AW101 Merlin operates from the frigate Niels Juel.

Aircrew of the Danish AW101 on the flight deck of Charles de Gaulle. This is the first 
long-distance deployment for the Danish armed forces in many years.

A group of Flotille 12F and 17F Rafales spotted for launch. The French, Indian, 
Qatar and Egyptian Air Forces also operate the Rafale. 

Another day is done for a Flotille 4F Hawkeye on board Charles de Gaulle 
during the round-the-world Operation Clemenceau deployment.

Night launches and recoveries are dramatic on any aircraft carrier. The pilot of this 
Flotille 12F aircraft awaits the signal to taxi forward after a successful trap.

Flight-deck and catapult crew finish their last checks before launching a jet from 
the bow catapult. 
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pilots challenging. Tonic’s training will continue during the cruise with 
additional air‑to‑air, anti‑surface and anti‑ship exercises with the air and 
naval forces of Egypt, India and Singapore. 

Tonic thinks the Marine Rafale is a fantastic plane to fly and a very 
pleasant aircraft to land aboard ship despite the complex systems. One 
of the systems that relieves stress is the aircraft’s automatic throttle. A 
computer keeps the aircraft at an angle of attack of 16 degrees before 
landing. The only thing the pilot has to do is steer and follow the correct 
glide path. During carrier landings, Tonic focuses on both the lights on 
the ship (the ball) and the instruments in his aircraft. It requires a clear 
and concentrated mind, especially during night landings on the deck 
of CdG, and is a real challenge in difficult weather conditions. Tonic 
believes it takes 40 to 50 flight hours to be fully deployable in the type. 

Lieutenant Jean Philippe commands the det of SA.365 Dauphins on 
board CdG. He has accumulated more than 1,950 flying hours in his 
career as a helicopter pilot, including 450 in the Dauphin. In the SAR 
role the Dauphin carries four crewmen consisting of a pilot commander, 
a co‑pilot, a hoist operator and a rescue swimmer. During Mission 
Clemenceau, the det of Flottille 35F on board CdG consists of 38 men, 
including six pilots, three hoist operators, three rescue swimmers and 
26 technicians. According to LT Philippe, “The only thing that requires 
attention in the preparation for the cruise is that we have to get enough 
flying hours in the preparatory four months.” At sea, the objectives are to 
fly the SAR standby during flight operations with the Marine Rafale and 
Hawkeye and to increase the experience of the crews.

While flying the SAR standby during aircraft operations, there are 
specific patterns that the helicopter flies. The fixed‑wing aircraft use a 
more spacious circuit around the ship while the helicopter hovers closer 
to the ship. The Dauphin also flies a lot lower than the aircraft to maintain 
the flight safety margins. According to Philippe, the capacity of the 
Dauphin is sufficient to save the entire crew of five from a Hawkeye in 
the event of an emergency. Normally the Dauphin keeps moving during 
SAR standby because at a low speed of 70 knots the helicopter can stay 
in the air for more than two and a half hours. 

Complementing the French rotary‑wing operations is the Danish Air 
Force AW101 Merlin of 722 Squadron that operates from Niels Juel. As 
one would expect, the largest part of pre‑deployment training focused 
on operations from a ship so crews could be fully prepared for the most 
diverse situations at sea. While SAR is a familiar mission to the personnel 
of 722 Squadron, training was required for the reconnaissance mission 

and flying sling loads. The Merlin is capable of carrying a 6,600‑lb. load. 
Prior to making their first deck landing on board CdG, personnel were 
briefed on the landing and communication procedures on the carrier. The 
landing itself did not require extra training. “It is a huge and stable deck 
compared to what we normally land on,” a 722 Squadron pilot said. 

One area of Joint operations was flying plane guard or “Pedro” 
missions while CdG conducted flight operations, a first for 722 Squadron. 
Personnel had to become familiar with flight patterns around the aircraft 
carrier and the procedures to follow in the event that a plane hit the 
water on launch. In addition, there were guidelines about how to rescue 
the pilot from the water if he had to leave his aircraft. During these 
missions, which could last three and one half hours, the Mission System 
Administrator was ready to act as a backup rescue swimmer. 

The role of a large helicopter like the Merlin can change rapidly as 
demonstrated when 722 Squadron was asked to transport spare parts 
and technicians to the crew of an E‑2C Hawkeye suffering mechanical 
problems at Larnaca in Cyprus. Mission Clemenceau marked the first 
time that a Danish frigate with a helicopter operated with a CSG. “I have 
flown a helicopter in the SAR role for a number of years, but shipping is 
new to me,” said a pilot of the Merlin. For the Danes, the contribution to 
Mission Clemenceau was a milestone and source of great pride.

As members of the HOSTAC (Helicopter On other Ship Than Aircraft 
Carrier) group, aircraft from the different countries in the CSG can 
operate seamlessly on and around each other’s ships using the same 
procedures. In addition to the Dauphin, the NH90 Caiman also deployed 
on board CdG in a Flottille 31F det led by Lieutenant at Sea Benjamin. 
He is the tactical coordinator on the NH90 Caiman, preparing, leading 
and conducting missions. Benjamin has more than 800 flight hours on 
the Caiman, and his det on board CdG includes a complement of four 
aircrew and 12 technicians. The crew usually includes a pilot, observer, 
sensor operator and rescue swimmer. Benjamin explains, “We must 
primarily qualify for the anti‑surface warfare mission, but we can also 
handle other assignments.” The helicopter can also be equipped with 
two anti‑ship missiles mounted on the fuselage, making the Caiman a 
powerful defensive weapon.

For attacking submarines, the NH90 is equipped with two MU90 
torpedoes. The frigates that sail in the group often also have helicopters 
on board for this role. The Caiman can also be used for overland 
personnel recovery missions carried out from the sea in the same way 
as those launched ashore. According to Benjamin, the Caiman is able to 
accommodate more than 14 passengers. 

Mission Clemenceau marks French carrier aviation’s return to sea 
with a refitted CdG, and its service is wide‑ranging and impacts multiple 
regions. LT Benjamin speaks for all embarked on its importance, stating 
“this commitment is a great opportunity to improve our 
knowledge, to work in different parts of the world and to 
share our methods with other navies.” 




